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MUMBAI/NEW DELHI:  India is considering asking e-
commerce and social media firms to exclusively store
customer data locally, a move that could affect global
giants that operate in the country such as Amazon,
Facebook and its messaging service WhatsApp.

The plan, which has also raised some concerns
among privacy advocates, is laid out in an undated Draft
National Policy document seen by Reuters that is mainly
aimed at streamlining regulation of the country’s bur-
geoning e-commerce sector.

It comes at a time when deep-pocketed foreign play-
ers are rapidly investing in India’s e-commerce market,
which Morgan Stanley estimates may be worth $200
billion in a decade.

The draft policy, which was floated last week accord-
ing to an e-commerce industry source, also mulls tight-
ening scrutiny of mergers in the e-commerce sector so
that even small deals that potentially distort competition
are compulsorily examined by the country’s anti-trust
regulator.

Vinay Kesari, an independent Bengaluru-based
lawyer who has advised global technology companies,
said the plan was bound to “unsettle” the e-commerce
industry “because it is at odds with the fundamental
character of the internet”.

The Indian e-commerce market is currently dominat-
ed by Amazon and local rival Flipkart that is in the

process of being bought by US retail giant Walmart - in
a deal opposed by some local traders who fear it could
drive mom-and-pop stores out of business.

Other players include Snapdeal, backed by Japan’s
SoftBank , Paytm E-Commerce backed by SoftBank and
Alibaba Group , and Tiger Global-backed ShopClues.

Amazon, Flipkart, Snapdeal, ShopClues, Google and
Facebook did not immediately
respond to Reuters’ request
for comment on the draft poli-
cy. The government, accord-
ing to the draft, will take steps
to incentivize the storage of
data of Indians locally.

“Data generated by users
in India from various sources
including e-commerce plat-
forms, social media, search
engines etc,” would have to
be stored exclusively in India,
the draft said, adding companies could be given time to
“adjust before localization becomes mandatory”.

It also said the government “would have access to
data stored in India for national security and public
policy objectives subject to rules related to privacy,
consent etc”.

Raman Chima, global policy director at internet

advocacy Access Now, said it was beyond the mandate
of an e-commerce policy to begin talking about how all
internet players should store data in India.

“It is very troubling because it would quite likely lead
to intrusion on people’s privacy, especially since the
legal measures regarding surveilling and accessing data
of people online have not been specifically reformed,”

Chima said.

Data protection 
The draft policy follows a

proposal last week from a
government-appointed panel
that all critical personal data
on people in India should be
processed within the country.
The recommendations by the
panel will go before parlia-
ment, which is formulating a
data privacy law. Other meas-

ures listed in the e-commerce draft policy include man-
dating that home-grown card network RuPay be includ-
ed as a payment option for online transactions.

The company owned by a group of banks competes
with global payment firms like Visa, MasterCard and
American Express. India’s central bank in April said
payments firms such as Mastercard and Visa should

within six months store data only in the country for
“unfettered supervisory access”. But US firms protested
and India’s finance ministry has recommended relaxing
the directive. 

Yesterdaty, a senior federal commerce ministry offi-
cial, Anup Wadhawan, told reporters the e-commerce
policy would help strike a balance between promoting
business and enhancing security using data localization.

But some disagreed. Pratibha Jain, a partner at law
firm Nishith Desai Associates, said the tone and tenor of
the draft was “more protectionist”, rather than being
balanced. “By doing this we are playing to the domestic
gallery and it will send out a protectionist message,”
said Jain, whose firm counts tech companies among its
clients. The draft also said India would move to boost
participation of micro, small and medium enterprises in
online retail and proposed banning the bulk purchase of
branded goods, such as mobile phones, by “related par-
ty sellers which lead to price distortions in a market”.

Currently, sellers like Cloudtail, a joint-venture
between Amazon’s India unit and Infosys co-founder
N R Narayana Murthy, make up the bulk of the sales
on Amazon’s online marketplace. “Companies and sell-
ers buying in bulk will be prohibited, killing the market
and hampering the Indian e-commerce boom,” an
executive with an e-commerce firm said, declining to
be named.  —Reuters
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GFH fully settles 
$200m Sukuk
MANAMA:  GFH
Financial Group
(“GFH” or the “Group”)
yesterday announced
that it has paid the
entire amount of its
$200 million Sukuk,
which was originally
drawn in 2007. The
facility, which was
payable over several
tranches with final
maturity in July 2018,
has now been settled
with a recent payment
of an outstanding
amount of $34 million.

Commenting, Jassim Al-Seddiqi, Chairman of
the Board of GFH said, “We are pleased to witness
the repayment of one of the oldest facilities that
we had in GFH. This Sukuk facility has been previ-
ously funded by a mix of GCC and international
banks and our ability to make timely repayments
and settlement on time increases the confidence in
our Group despite market challenges, and under-
scores the strength of the bank and its debt to
equity position.”

With this repayment, GFH frees up further
assets pledged under the Sukuk for potential dis-
posal or exit. It’s worth noting that in 2008, GFH
had financing liabilities in excess of $1 billion com-
pared to $125 million today.

Al-Seddiqi concluded, “With a prudent
approach to managing our liabilities, strong cash
generation and levels of liquidity, GFH continues
to be better placed than ever to deliver value and
further build our commercial and investment
banking business lines.”

Jassim Al-Seddiqi

Walmart discovers 
why the ‘last mile’ 
is the hardest 
EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ:  Standing before an audience of
14,000 people last year, Walmart Inc executives described
a radical plan to help it fend off Amazon.com Inc and other
online delivery services from stealing its customers.

Walmart’s own store employees would bring online
orders directly to shoppers’ homes after completing their
usual shifts of up to nine hours on the sales floors. Aiming
to lower the retailer’s shipping costs by tapping its massive
workforce, the program was part of a multi-pronged strat-
egy to boost its $11.5 billion US e-commerce business and
tackle one of the biggest challenges in retail: the so-called
“last mile” of delivering goods to online customers.

Its workers, meanwhile, could earn extra money on top
of their hourly pay, which starts at $11 an hour. “Just imag-
ine associates all over the world delivering orders to cus-
tomers on their way home,” Marc Lore, head of Walmart’s
e-commerce operations, said at its annual meeting in June
2017. “That can be a real game-changer.”

But months later, Walmart quietly retreated from its
original vision for the pilot program - launched in New
Jersey and Arkansas - and ended it altogether in January,
according to company documents obtained by Reuters
and interviews with more than two dozen Walmart
employees.

The story behind the foundering employee delivery ini-
tiative, which has not been reported, offers insight into
Walmart’s ongoing attempts to find unconventional ways
to close the gap with Amazon in the game of cheap, rapid,
doorstep delivery of packages. According to Walmart
data, people who shop in stores and become online cus-
tomers spend nearly twice as much as those who shop at
one or the other.

Here in New Jersey, Walmart started the program with
the idea that store employees could courier all items that
would fit in a car. But the initiative failed to gain traction
with skeptical employees who had to use their time after
work, according to sixteen workers who participated in
the trial.

Walmart is now testing a more modest service with just

four Walmart employees who deliver goods from a single
store in Woodstock, Georgia, Reuters has learned. In this
latest initiative, Walmart is also overhauling the guidelines
for employees and limiting deliveries to groceries and
related items such as paper plates.

Walmart spokeswoman Molly Blakeman confirmed that
the retailer ended its first experiment early this year, with-
out elaborating. Walmart is testing a variety of ways to
deliver merchandise, she said, and is “encouraged by what
we’re seeing” in the Georgia store.

Despite having 4,700 US stores within 10 miles (16 km)
of 90 percent of the US population, Walmart is still trying
to figure out how to efficiently make deliveries and has
poured billions of dollars into ecommerce in recent years.

But as recently as the last holiday season, its online
sales disappointed some investors.

Walmart caters to US online shoppers by having them
drive up to their local store themselves to collect merchan-
dise they ordered online. It also partners with shippers
such as FedEx Corp, the United States Postal Service
(USPS) for routine deliveries.

Still, Walmart aims to be able to deliver groceries to
more than 40 percent of households in the country by the
end of this year. Globally, Walmart is experimenting with
deliveries by motorbike in Mexico and with new small
supermarkets in China to make deliveries in 30 minutes or

less. In Japan, Walmart is opening a new warehouse to
support orders, and expanding its online offerings to
include meal kits. Earlier this year, Reuters reported the
retailer’s delivery partnerships with Uber and Lyft ended
after the ride-hailing services struggled to deliver people
and packages together. It continues to rely on third-party
companies such as Postmates, Deliv and Doordash to help
deliver groceries, and last week partnered with Alphabet
Inc’s Waymo.

Skeptical drivers 
Walmart’s associate delivery pilot program in the leafy,

middle-class suburb of East Brunswick, New Jersey, start-
ed with store managers pitching employees an unusual
new way to boost pay. Those who passed background
checks could moonlight as drivers for the Walmart.com
delivery service, they said.

Some staffers, who did not wish to be named fearing
retribution for speaking to the media, told Reuters they
balked at having to use their own cars and personal insur-
ance policies for a program that would benefit Walmart.

To entice them to sign up, Walmart offered free TVs
and iPads as gifts, they said. Eventually, about 50 of the
store’s more than 150 associates initially signed up, they
added, though many had no prior experience as couriers
with a delivery service. —Reuters


